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Memorigin is the first Hong Kong brand which only produces tourbillon. The marvelous oriental sculpture 

merging with western top art of  watchmaking creates a tourbillon watch which has strong Hong Kong cultural 

character and is a blend of  oriental and western cultures. Memorigin uses its in-house movement with its production 

process strictly controlled so that craftsmanship and quality are sanctioned by international professionals. All 

Memorigin watches are made of  high quality materials from different countries; it has been arranged 

meticulously from a small part to the complete watch.

Memorigin tourbillon watches are designed by Hong Kong top designers and collectors with innovative 

concepts. Besides the traditional elegant style, it also adds cultural elements into the design, leading the oriental 

art to be international. In addition, Memorigin aims to bring our customers the eternal flow of  happiness and 

sweet memories. We provide the unique word carving service: words can be engraved on the model and can be 

preserved forever so that the watch becomes unique and memorable.
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The invention of  toubillon

In the mid-19th century, wrist watches were not popular and people used to reading time by pocket watches. 

Since pocket watches were put vertically inside the pocket or tied on the waist, the time accuracy was affected by the 

gravitational force impacting on the balance wheel of  the pocket watch. In order to tackle this problem, in 1975 

the French-Swiss watchmaker, Mr. Abraham-Louise Breguet, invented the mechanism of  tourbillon. Tourbillon 

is a device which spiral, pallet fork and the escapement work on the same axis and rotates 360 degrees so as to 

reduce the time difference error caused by gravity.

Due to the extreme complication of  mechanism and assembly of  tourbillon watch, it becomes a symbol of  “the 

beauty of  art”. Each tourbillon watch is assembled by over hundred pieces of  tiny components that there are 

only few watch factories in the world that can produce tourbillon models. Meanwhile, the watch masters who 

acquire tourbillon assemble skills are rare. Therefore, tourbillon watch is regarded as one of  the top three most 

sophisticated functions in the world of  mechanical watches. All in all, “tourbillon” represents the meanings of  

“collection value” and “the taste of  prestige”.
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How to classify the grades of  diamond?

In simple words, the determination of  diamond grading is based on the 4C’s (Carat, Color, Clarity, Cut). They are 

created by GIA (the Gemological Institute of  America) and are objectively used as criteria for diamond grading.

Carat Weight

In the jewelry industry, the weight of  a diamond is indicated by Carat. Numerically 0.2g equals to 1 Carat, but if  

diamonds of  equal weights are compared, their values vary according to the three other criteria. 

Color

Under the grading system of  GIA, the colors of  diamonds are scaled from D to Z. D represents colorless while 

Z shows light yellow. Diamonds with color grades near D are more valuable and rare.

Memorigin diamond series are made of  diamonds from South Africa. Only diamonds with color grades from F to 

G are selected and embedded on wrist watches so that their colorlessness can be visibly shown.
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Cut

The cut of  a diamond is a major factor of  determining 

its brilliance. An accurate cut controls the refraction 

of  light which further influences its levels of  brightness, 

fire, and scintillation. The assessment requires a grading 

of  the diamond’s multi-dimensional cut ratio, and it 

scales from ideal to poor. Memorigin’s craftsmen have 

20-year experience of  diamond embedment, which 

makes the diamond series very high quality.

Clarity

Since diamonds are a kind of  minerals, there may 

be some inclusions present in diamonds. The size, 

amount, color and location of  these substances or 

other tiny inclusions can detract from the pure beauty 

of  a diamond. The grades scaled from FL (flawless) 

to I3 (inclusive). There are a total of  11 grades. The 

nearer to FL the diamonds, the more valuable and 

rarer they are as it represents perfect.

Memorgin diamond series uses diamonds with VS grades, which means their inclusions are invisible and the 

diamonds are pure and clear.
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Memorig in ,  a  Hong Kong tourbi l lon watch brand,  and Emperor  Jade Limited ,  the  top 

brand  spec i a l i z ing  in  j ade ,  l ink  up  toge ther  for  l aunch ing  a  tourb i l lon  watch  wi th  j ade 

features.  I t  i s  known as  the  “Memor ig in  Jade  tourb i l lon  watch” .  You may  wonder  the 

connect ion between a  jade and a  tourbi l lon .  Once,  the  des ign d i rector  and famous jade 

col lector,  Mrs.  Chr is ty  Tung,  JP,  and the exper ienced wood eng rav ing ant ique col lector  and 

founder  of  Memorig in ,  Mr.  Shum Mak Ling ,  met  each other  and found that  they shared 

the same pass ion – enhancing the fus ion of  the  Chinese  and western cu l ture.  They be l ieve 

through the representat ive  of  the  western cu l ture  –  the tourbi l lon watch,  the  beauty  of  the 

or ienta l  j ade cu l ture  can be perfect ly  expressed.

Jade tourbillon watch 
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4894379370149 4894379370248

Jade tourbillon watch (Lady)Jade tourbillon watch (Gent)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

EJ 0919
18 K White gold weight: about 72.80g 
(The dial, case, crown and buckle included)
Watch diameter approx.38mm
Watch thickness approx.12.5mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 oscillation/hour
Off-centered tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of  
60s for one circle
1 piece of  jade embedded on the dial
11 pieces of  jade index
Diamond quantity  about 194 pcs
Diamond weight: about 10.88 Carat
Jadeite quantity 13 pcs
(1 piece of  jadeite embedded on the dial, 11 pieces of  jadeite index, 
1 piece of  jadeite embedded on crown)
Alligator strap

EJ 0921
18 K White gold weight: about 89.28g 
(The dial, case, crown and buckle included)
Watch diameter approx.44mm
Watch thickness approx.13mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 oscillation/hour
Flying tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 18 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of  
60s for one circle
1 piece of  jade embedded on the dial
12 pieces of  jade index
Diamond quantity about 204 pcs
Diamond weight: about 12.68Carat
Jadeite quantity 14 pcs
(1 piece of  jadeite embedded on the dial, 12 pieces of  jadeite index, 
1 piece of  jadeite embedded on crown)
Alligator strap
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4894379370347 4894379370446

Jade tourbillon watch (Lady)Jade tourbillon watch (Gent)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

EJ 0919
18 K White gold weight: about 72.80g 
(The dial, case, crown and buckle included)
Watch diameter approx.38mm
Watch thickness approx.12.5mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 oscillation/hour
Off-centered tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of  
60s for one circle
1 piece of  jade embedded on the dial
11 pieces of  jade index
18 K White gold weight: about 82.54g (The dial, case, 
crown and buckle included)
Diamond Quantity: about 299 pcs
Diamond Weight: about 3.471 Carat
Jadeite Quantity: 13 pcs (1 piece of  jadeite embedded on the dial, 11 
pieces of  jadeite index, 1 piece of  jadeite embedded on crown)
Alligator strap

EJ 0921
18 K White gold weight: about 89.28g 
(The dial, case, crown and buckle included)
Watch diameter approx.44mm
Watch thickness approx.13mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 oscillation/hour
Flying tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 18 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotates at a speed of  
60s for one circle
1 piece of  jade embedded on the dial
12 pieces of  jade index
18 K White gold weight: about 107.59g (The dial, case,
crown and buckle included)
Diamond Quantity: about 302 pcs
Diamond Weight: about 4.42 Carat
Jadeite Quantity: 14 pcs (1 piece of  jadeite embedded on the dial, 12 
pieces of  jadeite index, 1 piece of  jadeite embedded on crown)
Alligator strap
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Peacocks symbolize luck, happiness, kindness, and splendor in Chinese culture; therefore, their feathers have 
been used to make various craftworks. The ‘Feminine Series: Jadeite Peacock’ tourbillon watch is inspired by the 
enchantment of  peacocks displaying their tail feathers. Incorporating jadeites into the design makes the tourbillon 
watch more classy and exquisite.

4894379227740

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST 2019
Diamond embedded stainless steel case
Watch diameter approx.39.5mm
Watch thickness approx.11mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Water resistance 5ATM
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
Mother-of-pearl dial
Silver dauphine hands
White diamond approx. 459pcs approx. 3.38carats
Myanmar Jadeite Type A approx. 14pcs
Alligator strap / Silk strap

Jadeite Peacock



22 23China Giant Pandas represent peace and unity with their gentle and lovable characteristics.

4894379227047

LOVE LOVE – Family

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:
Diamond:

Strap:

MO 0520
Diamond embedded flower camellia shaped stainless steel case
Watch size approx.42 x 39mm
Watch thickness approx.11mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Water resistance 5ATM
Flying tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  60s for
one circle
Manual winding mechanism
Red dauphine hands
White diamond approx. 151pcs (approx. 1.528carats)
Black diamond approx. 66pcs (approx. 0.166carats)
Ruby quantity: approx. 72pcs (approx. 1.82carats)
Alligator strap
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The squirrel is holding its favorite pine cone, and the lovebirds are in love. They have injected the feeling of  
happiness to the scenery.

 LOVE LOVE - Friends

4894379227146

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

MO 0520
Diamond embedded stainless steel case
Watch diameter approx.42mm
Watch thickness approx.10.5mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Water resistance 5ATM
Flying tourbillon
157 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Twin mainspring barrel
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
 60s for one circle
Manual winding mechanism
Floral embossed skeleton dial
Blue dauphine hands
White diamond approx. 382pcs (approx. 5.48carats)
Black diamond approx. 4pcs 
18K platinum weight: approx. 5.14gram (the sculpture of  
squirrel and lovebirds)
Alligator strap
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Qiqi Series – The Spring of  Vienna (Emerald/Ruby)

As the little princess walked through the spring forest, not only did she see animals like deer and butterflies, 

but also two rabbits playing on a swing. It was like entering the forest wonderland. Customers who wear the 

watch will have the feelings of  taking a walk in the forest with the family and recall the happy time of  enjoying 

the natural scenery.
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4894379225548

Qiqi Series – The Spring of  Vienna (Emerald)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0319
Silver white classical stainless-steel case
Watch diameter approx.45mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
193 pieces of  subassembly module and 27 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
The balance wheel and the escapement system 
encircle the center of  balance wheel
Vienna forest embossment on the dial
Green luminous dauphine hands
Diamond 64 pcs (Total Weight: 1.50 Carat)
Emerald 44 pcs (Total Weight: 4.12 Carat)
Sapphire 13 pcs (Total Weight: 0.28 Carat)
Green alligator strap

Qiqi Series – The Spring of  Vienna (Ruby)

4894379226149

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0929
Silver white classical stainless-steel case
Watch diameter approx.45mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
193 pieces of  subassembly module and 27 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
80 hours power reserve
Power reserve indicator
Day / night indicator
The balance wheel and the escapement system 
encircle the center of  balance wheel
Vienna forest embossment on the dial
Red luminous dauphine hands
Diamond 104 pcs (Total Weight: 3.04 Carat)
Ruby 11 pcs (Total Weight: 0.24 Carat)
Red alligator strap
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The starry sky is an illustration of  the world. Not only is such vibrant night full of  conflicts and dramatics, but it also 
brings comfort and peace. Art helps present the brightest stars in the Milky Way on wrist watches.

Starry Series

4894379227245

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:
Strap:

ST1026
Diamond embedded stainless steel case
Watch diameter approx. 41mm
Watch thickness approx.11mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Water resistance 5ATM
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Twin mainspring barrel
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
Manual winding mechanism
Diamond embedded aventurine and mother-of-pearl dial
Silver dauphine hands
White diamond approx. 620pcs approx. 4.47carats
Silk strap
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Fantasy Garden Series tourbillon watch
The Queen Bee is the mother of  the bees which they would follow and fiercely protect. Her inborn 
intelligence and confidence make her a charismatic leader that stands out in the bee colony. The 
Ladybird is the symbol of  luck. While her elegance gives her attractiveness, she never stops encourag-
ing and motivating others with her optimism. The Dragonfly Goddess spends a long time of  her life 
in the nymph stage. Yet, once she molts to adult, she would disperse from the marsh and start her 
wonderful life. 

4894379228440

Fantasy Garden Collection – Queen Bee

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:
Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST2016
Watch diameter 39.5mm
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
Off-center tourbillon
60 hours power reserve
Silver dauphine hands
Both sides sapphire crystal
Diamond approx. 499pcs (Yellow diamond 263pcs, 
White diamond 228pcs, Black diamond 8pcs) approx. 3.83carat
Emerald approx. 81pcs approx. 1.28carat
18K gold weight: approx. 1.99gram (Queen Bee)
Silk strap
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4894379228747

Fantasy Garden Collection – Ladybird

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:
Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST2016
Watch diameter 39.5mm
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
Off-center tourbillon
60 hours power reserve
Rose-gold dauphine hands
Both sides sapphire crystal
Diamond approx. 168pcs (White diamond 157pcs, 
Black diamond 11pcs) approx. 1.52carat
Pink Sapphires approx. 398pcs approx. 4.17carat
18K rose-gold weight: approx. 2.2gram (Ladybird)
Silk strap

4894379228648

Fantasy Garden Collection – Dragonfly Goddess

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:
Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST2016  
Watch diameter 39.5mm  
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
Off-center tourbillon  
60 hours power reserve  
Silver dauphine hands
Both sides sapphire crystal  
White diamond approx. 167pcs approx. 1.28carat
Sapphires approx. 415pcs approx. 4.82carat
18K gold weight: approx. 1.76gram (Dragonfly Goddess)  
Silk strap  
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Twelve Constellations Series 

4894379810348

4894379810744 4894379810645 4894379810546 4894379810140

4894379810447 4894379811147 4894379811048 4894379810942 4894379810843

4894379228549 4894379810249

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:
Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST 3333
Diamond embedded stainless steel case
Watch diameter approx.40mm
Watch thickness approx. 13.6mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Water resistance 5ATM
Flying tourbillon
191 pieces of  subassembly module and 33 jewels
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
50 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  60s
for one circle
Automatic, self-winding mechanism (Bi-directional winding)
Sculpted metal Sagittarius embedded in mother-of-pearl dial
Silver dauphine hands
White diamond approx. 369pcs approx. 2.873carats
Alligator strap
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Evolving Butterfly Series

The ordinary girl who has big dreams embarked on the extraordinary dream journey of  life. The hardship in life 

has turned her into a beautiful butterfly flying around blooming flowers and showing her charismatic attractiveness.
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4894379226040

Evolving Butterfly Series

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:
Strap:

ST1124
PVD rose-gold-plated stainless-steel case 
(2 layers of  diamond bezel)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour 
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
72 hours power reserve
Diamond mounted mother-of-pearl dial
PVD rose-gold-plated luminous hands
Diamond approx. 359pcs approx. 2.47carats
Pink alligator strap

Evolving Butterfly Series

4894379225944

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:
Strap:

ST1124
Stainless-steel case (2 layers of  diamond bezel)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour 
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
72 hours power reserve
Diamond mounted mother-of-pearl dial
Silver luminous hands
Diamond approx. 359pcs approx. 2.47carats
White alligator strap
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Butterfly Rose Series

The Butterfly Rose Tourbillon Watch portrays a charming modern woman who is as beautiful as a rose. She also 

possesses the fascinating characteristics of  a butterfly: pretty-to-see and hard-to-catch.
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4894379223742

1.  Diamond embedded on the exquisite rose-gold case

Butterfly Rose Series

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0802  
18K platinum ring and 2 pieces of  rose decoration (total 
weight approx. 12.5g)
Watch diameter approx. 36mm
Both sides sapphire crystal  
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour 
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels  
The tourbillion located at 7 o’clock rotate at a speed of
60s for one circle
60 hours power reserve  
Diamond 607pcs (rose frame and crown) (total weight 
approx. 3.51carats)  
Black alligator strap  

Butterfly Rose Series

4894379223643

Jewelry:
Pendant I—the two roses at the bottom right can be worn as a pendant
Pendant II—the rose frame can be worn as a pendant
Ring I—the rose on the top left can be attached to the ring setting provided
Ring II—the roses at the bottom right can be attached to the ring setting provided
Brooch—the rose frame can be attached to the brooch setting provided

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0802
18K rose-gold ring and 2 pieces of  rose decoration 
(total weight approx. 12.5g)
Watch diameter approx. 36mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour 
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
The tourbillion located at 7 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
60 hours power reserve
Diamond 607pcs (rose frame and crown) (total weight 
approx. 3.51carats)
Pink alligator strap

2.Diamond embedded on the simple but elegant case
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Dragonfly Series

4894379229348

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0226  
Diamond embedded stainless-steel case
Watch diameter approx. 41mm
Watch thickness approx. 11mm
Both sides sapphire crystal  
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Twin mainspring barrel
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels  
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle 
72 hours power reserve
Manual winding mechanism
Water resistance 5ATM  
Pink sapphires embedded in mother-of-pearl dial
Silver dauphine hands  
White diamond approx. 498pcs approx. 3.95carats
Pink sapphire approx. 57pcs approx. 0.22carats   
Alligator strap  
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Marco Fu’s 20th Anniversary Tourbillon Series

Hong Kong’s famous snooker “Magic Boy” Fu Ka Chun (Marco) has designed the “Marco Fu’s 20th Anniversary 

Tourbillon Series”. In addition to creating a milestone for his 20-year professional career, he reminded himself  of  

his original intention and determination to pursue the dream of  snooker.
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Marco Fu’s 20th Anniversary Tourbillon Series

4894379720340

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

AT0147
Diamond embedded stainless-steel case
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
215 pieces of  subassembly module and 41 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
The pearl located at 8 o’clock as second indicator
Automatic, self-winding mechanism (Bi-directional winding)
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle 
the center of  balance wheel
5mm Japan Akoya Pearl
Luminous blue hands
Roman numeral time index
Semi-skeleton dial
White diamond approx. 40pcs (total weight approx. 0.354carats)
Black diamond approx. 40pcs (total weight approx. 0.304carats)
Alligator strap

Marco Fu’s 20th Anniversary Tourbillon Series

4894379720449

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

AT0147
Diamond embedded rose-gold stainless-steel case
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
215 pieces of  subassembly module and 41 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed of
 60s for one circle
The pearl located at 8 o’clock as second indicator
Automatic, self-winding mechanism (Bi-directional winding)
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle 
the center of  balance wheel
5mm Japan Akoya Pearl
Luminous blue hands
Roman numeral time index
Rose-gold semi-skeleton dial
White diamond approx. 40pcs (total weight approx. 0.354carats)
Black diamond approx. 40pcs (total weight approx. 0.304carats)
Alligator strap
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Chandelier Series

Taking reference of  the diamond’s cutting surface, the case of  watch is bravely cut to multi-layers with different 

angles. It shows the professional craftsmanship of  Memorigin. The dial is also decorated with a brilliant round 

diamond which will swing with the movement of  the watch owners. It adds more dynamic and attractiveness to 

the watch. 
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4894379224848 4894379224947

Chandelier Series

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0130
Stainless-steel case (2 layers of  
diamond bezel)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 
25 jewels
Skeletal dial (with a pc of  0.1 Carat 
diamond)
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
Roman numeral time index
Luminous blue dauphine hands
White diamond 161 pcs (total weight 
approx. 1.1carat)
Alligator strap

ST0130
Rose-gold stainless-steel case 
(2 layers of  diamond bezel)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 25 jewels
Skeletal dial (with a pc of  0.1 Carat 
diamond)
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
Roman numeral time index
Luminous blue dauphine hands
White diamond 161 pcs (total weight 
approx. 1.1carat)
Alligator strap

Chandelier Series

4894379229041

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:
Strap:

ST0130
Stainless-steel case (2 layers of  diamond bezel)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
153 pieces of  subassembly module and 25 jewels
Skeletal dial (with a pc of  0.1 Carat diamond)
72 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate at a speed 
of  60s for one circle
Roman numeral time index
Luminous red dauphine hands
White diamond 161 pcs (total weight approx. 1.1carat)
Alligator strap
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Puro Black Series

Black and white are two contrast colors, yet their combination with other colors can create many possibilities. 

The admirable black and white diamond combines to bring luxury instead of  exaggeration for a classy watch.
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4894379222684 4894379222882

Puro Black Series

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0821
Silver stainless steel case (diamonds 
embedded)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
Black diamond skeletal dial
Silver luminous dauphine hands 
12 diamonds as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 98 pcs (total weight 
approx. 1.08carat)
Black diamond 273 pcs (total weight 
approx. 1.09carat)
Alligator strap

ST0821
Silver stainless steel case (diamonds 
embedded)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
Black and white diamond skeletal dial
Silver luminous dauphine hands 
Roman numeral index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 223 pcs (total weight 
approx. 1.17carat)
Black diamond 50 pcs (total weight 
approx. 0.2carat)
Alligator strap

Puro Black Series

48943792229814894379222783

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0821
Silver stainless steel case (diamonds 
embedded)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond skeletal dial
Luminous blue hands 
12 diamonds as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 371 pcs (total weight 
approx. 2.17 carat)
Alligator strap

ST0821
Silver stainless steel case (diamonds 
embedded)
Watch diameter approx. 43mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module and 
18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond skeletal dial
Luminous blue hands 
Roman numeral index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 251 pcs (total weight 
approx. 1.37carat)
Alligator strap
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Waltz Series

Flapping wings and flying through the floral sea, the butterfly dances with the lights and leaves a shiny footprint. 
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4894379221748

Waltz Series

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0617
Silver stainless steel case (diamonds embedded)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Diamond crown
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 7 o’clock rotate at a speed 
of  60s for one circle
Butterfly shaped model on the dial
Silver luminous dauphine hands 
White diamond 153 pcs (total weight approx. 2.01carat)
Yellow diamond 10 pcs (total weight approx. 0.23carat)
Emerald 3pcs (total weight approx. 0.3carat)
Alligator strap

Waltz Series

4894379223445

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST0617
Rose-gold stainless steel case (diamonds embedded)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Diamond crown
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 7 o’clock rotate at a speed 
of  60s for one circle
Butterfly shaped model on the dial
Rose-gold luminous dauphine hands 
White diamond 153 pcs (total weight approx. 
2.01carat)
Yellow diamond 10 pcs (total weight approx. 0.23carat)
Emerald 3pcs (total weight approx. 0.3carat)
Alligator strap
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Lustrous Starry Night Series

Looking up every time, you will see every star shines brightly in the night sky. The lustrous starry night series 

turns the hopes of  people into glorious diamonds. Having all these stars gather together, they inject hope into 

the wrist watch.
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4894379210940 4894379211749

Lustrous Starry Night Series (Men’s)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ1107
18K white-gold case (diamonds
 embedded)
18K platinum total weight approx. 
81.8g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Diamond crown
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
12 natural ruby (total weight approx. 1 
carat) as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 496 pcs (total weight 
approx. 13.95 carat)
Alligator strap

YQ1107
18K white-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K platinum total weight approx. 
81.8g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Diamond crown
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
12 natural blue sapphires (total weight 
approx. 1 carat) as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 496 pcs (total weight 
approx. 13.95 carat)
Alligator strap

48943792137434894379211541

Lustrous Starry Night Series (Ladies’)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ0911
18K white-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K platinum total weight approx. 
67.46g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Diamond crown
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
12 natural ruby (total weight approx. 1 
carat) as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 443 pcs (total weight 
approx. 10.32 carat)
Alligator strap

YQ0911
18K white-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K platinum total weight approx. 
67.46g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Diamond crown
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
12 natural blue sapphires (total weight 
approx. 1 carat) as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 443 pcs (total weight 
approx. 10.32 carat)
Alligator strap
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Lustrous Prestige Series

In ancient Roman time, the elegant and classical diamonds only belong to the honorable royalty and nobility. In 

the modern era, this treasure is presented to the prestigious you. 
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4894379212043 4894379212340

Lustrous Prestige Series (Men’s)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ1004
18K white-gold (diamonds 
embedded)
18K white-gold total weight approx. 
68.66g
(including watch case, crown and
 button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module and 
18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond skeletal dial
Luminous blue hands 
Roman numeral diamonds as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 282 pcs (total weight 
approx. 2.80 carat)
Alligator strap

YQ1004
18K rose-gold case (diamonds
embedded)
18K rose-gold total weight approx. 
68.66g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
155 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 18 jewels
40 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
Skeletal dial (diamonds embedded)
Rose-gold luminous dauphine hands 
Roman numeral diamonds as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 282 pcs (total weight 
approx. 2.80 carat)
Alligator strap

48943792119474894379212145

Lustrous Prestige Series (Ladies’)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ0825
18K white-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K white-gold total weight approx. 
48.14g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond skeletal dial
Luminous blue hands 
Roman numeral diamonds as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 212 pcs (total weight 
approx. 2.16 carat)
Alligator strap

YQ0825
18K rose-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K rose-gold total weight approx. 
48.14g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
Skeletal dial (diamonds embedded)
Rose-gold luminous dauphine hands 
Roman numeral diamonds as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 212 pcs (total weight 
approx. 2.16 carat)
Alligator strap
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Classics must be able to stand the test of  time. A dial full of  diamonds embedded is simple but elegant. The blue 

sapphires on the dial are like the notes in the movement. They are arranged in a neat and tidy manner like playing 

a classical movement.

Lustrous Series
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4894379211145 4894379211848

Lustrous Series (Men’s)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ0713
18K white-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K white-gold total weight approx. 
68.65g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
193 pieces of  subassembly module and 
27 jewels
80 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
11 natural blue sapphires as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 733 pcs (total weight 
approx. 4.55 carat)
Alligator strap

YQ0713
18K rose-gold case (diamonds embedded)
18K rose-gold total weight approx. 68.65g
(including watch case, crown and button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
193 pieces of  subassembly module and 
27 jewels
80 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock rotate 
at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
11 natural blue sapphires as index
The balance wheel and the escapement 
system encircle the center of  balance 
wheel
White diamond 733 pcs (total weight
 approx. 4.55 carat)
Alligator strap

4894379212241 4894379211244

Lustrous Series (Ladies’)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ0629
18K rose-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K rose-gold total weight approx. 
48.20g
(including watch case, crown and 
button)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module 
and 23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
11 natural blue sapphires as index
White diamond 500 pcs (total weight 
approx. 3.20 carat)
Alligator strap

YQ0629
18K white-gold case (diamonds 
embedded)
18K white-gold total weight approx. 
48.20g
(including watch case, crown and but-
ton)
Watch diameter approx. 35mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Off-center tourbillon
158 pieces of  subassembly module and 
23 jewels
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 6 o’clock 
rotate at a speed of  60s for one circle
White diamond dial
Luminous blue hands 
11 natural blue sapphires as index
White diamond 500 pcs (total weight 
approx. 3.20 carat)
Alligator strap
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A five-layer three-dimensional design is adopted on the dial of  Starlit Legend, making it like an endless night sky 

and bringing a starry and mysterious feeling to the watch. The mechanical design is accurate and exquisite, luxurious 

and elegant. It adds more brightness to the lives of  the watch owners.

Lustrous Starlit Legend Series
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4894379212746

Lustrous Starlit Legend Series

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ1231
18K white-gold case (diamonds embedded)
18K platinum total weight approx. 73.02g
(including watch case, crown and button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
188 pieces of  subassembly module and 21 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 12 o’clock rotate at a speed of
 60s for one circle
Day / night indicator 
Power reserve indicator
24 hours indicator
White diamond skeletal dial (diamonds embedded)
Luminous blue hands 
Natural blue sapphires as index
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle 
the center of  balance wheel
Diamond 294 pcs (total weight approx. 2.65 carat)
Blue sapphire 17pcs (total weight approx. 0.25 carat)
Alligator strap

Lustrous Starlit Legend Series

4894379212845

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

YQ1231
18K rose-gold case (diamonds embedded)
18K rose-gold total weight approx. 73.02g
(including watch case, crown and button)
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
188 pieces of  subassembly module and 21 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 12 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
Day / night indicator 
Power reserve indicator
24 hours indicator
Rose-gold skeletal dial (diamonds embedded)
Luminous blue hands 
Natural blue sapphires as index
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle 
the center of  balance wheel
Diamond 294 pcs (total weight approx. 2.65 carat)
Blue sapphire 17pcs (total weight approx. 0.25 carat)
Alligator strap
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4894379226545

Diamond Starlit Legend Series (Baguette Diamond)

Model No.:
Case:

Movement:

Features:

Dial:

Diamond:

Strap:

ST1231
Stainless-steel case
Watch diameter approx. 42mm
Both sides sapphire crystal
Natural blue sapphire crown
Frequency 28800 Oscillation/Hour
Flying tourbillon
188 pieces of  subassembly module and 21 jewels
Twin mainspring barrel
60 hours power reserve
The tourbillion located at 12 o’clock rotate at a speed of  
60s for one circle
Day / night indicator 
Power reserve indicator
24 hours indicator
Silver skeletal dial (diamonds embedded)
Luminous blue hands 
Natural blue sapphires as index
The balance wheel and the escapement system encircle 
the center of  balance wheel
Baguette Diamond 48pcs (total weight approx. 4.1 carat)
Circular diamond 96 pcs (total weight approx. 0.81 carat)
Blue sapphire 16pcs (total weight approx. 0.8 carat)
Alligator strap



The information provided refers to the model named, or is of  a general nature. All the specifications are subject to production 
tolerances. The “jewels” or “rubies” used in the Models are not genuine precious stones. Not all timepieces and Models in 
this brochure are shown in their actual size. The colors of  the timepieces and models illustrated may vary due to the printing 
process. No part of  this brochure may be reproduced, scanned or transmitted either online or in any form without prior written 
permission from Memorigin.
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